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NFPA Technical Committee on Firefighter Professional Qualifications Meeting 
NFPA 1001 ROP Meeting Minutes 

San Antonio, Texas 
February 1-2, 2011 

 
Committee Members Present: 
By Conference Call/Live Meeting: 
Andrea Walter 
Scott Avery, Alt. 
 
In Person: 
Pat Marlatt, Chair     Gordon Henderson, Sec 
Alec Feldman      Dudley Wright 
Kenn Fontenot      Charles Brush 
John Wade      Michael Athey 
Adam Ballard      Michael Young 
Irvin Miller      Jimmy VanCleve 
Henry Morris      Christina Spoons 
Michael Whelan     John Ogletree 
J.T. Collier      Kenneth Jones 
Kenneth Willette, NFPA    Ken Holland, NFPA Staff Liaison 
Tom McGowan, NFPA Staff Liaison 
 
February 1, 2011: 
 
Chairman, Pat Marlatt, called the meeting to order and welcomed all members to the 
meeting both in person and those on the phone. Each member and person present was 
given the opportunity to introduce themselves to the rest of the committee and provide 
information about themselves as well as their representation and affiliations that affect 
their membership on the committee. 
 
The minutes from the 1005 ROP meeting in Kansas City on July 14, 2010 were reviewed 
and a motion to accept the minutes was made by Kenn Fontenot with a second by Charles 
Brush. The motion passed 
 
Kenneth Willette was introduced as the new director for the NFPA Public Fire Protection 
Division. He discussed the new NFPA Strategic Plan that focuses on residential 
sprinklers, researching new and existing projects, maintaining strong partnerships, and 
ensuring that the standards development process is followed. Director Willette also 
discussed the issues that have existed between the 472 and 1001 standards. He stated that 
a possible solution could be place changes in the 472 Annex and send it out for public 
proposals. He stated that a summit to discuss this issue and others is planned during April 
2011 to discuss the needs of the end users. The results of this summit will be recorded 
and sent to the standards council for a recommendation. 
 
Director Willette also said that there would be an increase in the number of enforcers on 
all NFPA committees and that they wanted to work toward each principle member having 
an alternate. He also advised us that a member’s representation would be looked at and 
that if they were using a false representation that they would have to reapply for 
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membership. He asked all members to be honest about their representation and thanked 
everyone for their service on the committees. 
 
Ken Holland discussed re-certification for professional qualifications and introduced 
Tom McGowan as the new staff liaison for the professional qualification documents. He 
said he would remain with NFPA and move to the 1500 series standards. He also said he 
would be around for a while to train Tom. On behalf of the committee Pat thanked Ken 
for his time and all his help, including the bed bugs in Florida. 
 
Ken reviewed NFPA rules of conduct for the meeting (Roberts Rules of Order) and gave 
pertinent information on the meeting area such as exits, restrooms, and other necessary 
information. He also discussed the voting process and the need for members to be honest 
about their committee representation and affiliations.  
 
Pat discussed the membership application and screening process and how the affiliations 
and representations were involve in them. 
 
Ken discussed the 1001 cycle dates for proposals, comments, and technical committee 
meetings. He also discussed the methods for handling proposals, reasons for committee 
actions on proposals, voting and letter ballots, importance of alternates’ voting, and 
explained that the principle’s vote counts if both vote but the alternate’s vote counts if the 
principle does not. 
 
Pat discussed the importance of attending committee meetings either in person, by 
conference call, or by web meeting so we all can be as informed as possible and make an 
informed decision when we vote. 
 
Tom McGowan discussed the codes and standards making process including the role of 
guiding principles, participants, standards council, and the technical committees. He 
explained the five-step process and revision cycle dates. Tom also discussed the Job 
Performance Requirements (JPRs) format that is now used in over seventeen documents. 
He stressed that the intent of JPRs was not to be used as a training outline but rather as a 
minimum requirement for performance and to consider the end users in the development 
of the JPR’s. He talked about the Job Analysis process and that a task, given, and so that 
statement must be included in the JPRs. 
 
Pat Marlatt pointed out the importance of using the correct verbs and that certain verbs 
were used at different task levels in the JPRs. Firefighter I verbs should come from the 
pre-operations and basic level of verbs. Tom Pointed out that verb levels could be 
changed and that they were not looking for 100% mastery of all JPR’s. 
 
Pat Marlatt reviewed the 1001 committee task. Charlie Brush requested to review the 
1001 standard and the definition for Firefighter I. There was a committee discussion on 
the issue. Ken Holland suggested we look at the committee scope and the committee 
discussed the committee scope. Charlie Brush made a motion to reword the committee 
scope to place “relative to firefighter qualifications” after the word documents and drop 
the rest of the scope. Motion failed to get a second and motion did not pass. 
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Gordon Henderson brought up the need for the committee to address the use of seat belts 
and the ability to call for a “mayday” when necessary. Seat belts are referred in the 
document but a “mayday” call is not. 
 
The committee discussed the need for a 1001 task analysis. Charlie Brush brought up a 
reference to NFPA 1582; Chapter 4 and the committee discussed this. 
 
Pat Marlatt discussed the 1001, Chapter 5 compliance with NFPA 472 operations level 
requirements. It was also discussed that if the requirement to use and apply foam, as 
required in NFPA 472 operations level, is moved from Firefighter II to Firefighter I, there 
may no longer be a need to have two levels of fighters in the 1001 standard, this issue 
was discussed by the entire committee. 
 
We had three guest, Nancy Trench – Fire Protection Publications, Jim Crawford – 
Crawford Consulting, and Bill Kehoe – Institution of Fire Engineers, appear before the 
committee to discuss public proposals that they and other people had made dealing with 
inclusion of risk management, fire safety education, and inspections being placed as 
requirements in the 1001 standard. Pat Marlatt welcomed them and each was given a time 
to address the committee and respond to committee members questions. Each of them 
introduced themselves and gave their background and field of expertise. Their desire is to 
raise the level of knowledge and importance of fire prevention in the fire service. They 
explained that the United Kingdom is introducing new techniques to provide community 
risk management into their fire services and it includes taking public fire safety education 
door to door. 
 
Irvin Miller talked about the social media and understanding public information, public 
education, and fire prevention. 
 
The committee thanked the guest for appearing before the committee and sharing their 
information. 
 
Chairman Pat Marlatt opened discussion on the need for haz-mat JPRs. Following the 
discussion Pat appointed Charlie Brush and Irvin Miller as a task group to reword the 
proposed annex items for NFPA 472 into JPR format that can be used in the 1001 
standard. 
 
Pat reopened the 1001 task analysis and it was discussed to insert “knowledge of 
protecting area of origin and potential evidence.) in to 5.3.14(A). The committee further 
discussed the JPRs in the 1001 document.  
 
Pat opened discussion on public proposals. The committee took the following actions on 
the proposals. 
Log 47 Reject - motion by Alec Feldman, second by Irvin Miller – motion passed. 
Log 1 Hold until the next day 2/2/2011. 
Log 2 Reject – motion by Henry Morris, Second by John Wade – motion passed 10-3 
Andrea Walter abstained. 
Log 3 – motion to reject by John Wade, second by Andrea Walter – Motion passed 
Log 13 – motion to Accept in principle by Adam Ballard, second by Dudley Wright – 
after discussion motion and second withdrawn. 
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Alec Feldman made a motion to reject all like logs for like reasons due to the numbers of 
basically identical logs. Irvin Miller seconded the motion – motion passed. 
 
Kenn Fontenot brought up the ability of the public to comment on the individual rejected 
logs and Pat and Ken Holland explained that the public would have that ability as always. 
 
The meeting was adjourned until the next morning. 
 
February 2, 2011: 
 
Chairman Pat Marlatt called the meeting back to order and thanked Charlie Brush and 
Irvin Miller for their work overnight on the Haz-Mat Operations JPRs. Copies of the 
JPRs were made for committee members present at the meeting and the document was 
emailed to those members on conference call. All committee members in attendance 
discussed the JPRs, made changes as necessary. The members made four committee 
proposals – one for each JPR. A motion to accept all four proposals was made by Kenn 
Fontenot, second by Charlie Brush – motion passed.  
 
Charlie Brush discussed the need to delete everything after the words “applicable 
standards” in 1.3.8. The reasoning was that method specifics are not anywhere else in the 
1001 document. Motion by Charlie Brush, second by Andrea Walter – motion passed. 
 
Log 1 was brought back up and discussed. Motion to reject by Charlie Brush, second by 
Kenn Fontenot – motion passed. 
 
Charlie Brush brought up a change to 4.1 (3). He requested to add the following: add to 
the front “Medically evaluated as able to perform the job of a firefighter as listed in” … 
After discussion motion was withdrawn. Further discussion ensued on the reference to 
NFPA 1582 in the same section. Following a lengthy discussion Kenn Fontenot made a 
motion to remove reference to HFPA 1582, second by Charlie Brush. There was 
additional discussion against the motion by Henry Morris and others. The question was 
called and the motion passed 10-3. The substantiation is that the job tasks are defendable 
and this provides greater latitude for medical authority to evaluate a candidate.  
 
Gordon Henderson proposed the insertion of a JPR for the ability to call for a ‘mayday” 
into the 1001 standard. There was discussion on the proposal as to where to insert it and 
the different ways that a call for assistance is made in different areas and jurisdictions. A 
motion was made by Gordon Henderson, second by Charlie Brush to insert the JPR for a 
call for assistance with an explanation in the annex of a “mayday”, “firefighter down”, or 
what ever the AHJ determined to be the notification. The motion passed – Charlie Brush 
ask for it to be noted that he and Henry finally agreed on something. 
 
Committee Proposals were closed. 
 
Chairman Pat Marlatt appointed a Task Group to study the proposals that were submitted 
by all the people wanting to insert the requirements for fire safety education, fire 
prevention and inspection, and risk management. Christina Spoons was appointed as 
chair of the task group. Henry Morris, Andrea Walter, Adam Ballard, Charlie Brush, and 
Ken Jones volunteered to serve on the task group. Any others are to let Tom McGowan 
know if they wish to serve. 
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Pat reminded everybody of the summit April 13 and 14, 2011 to discuss the issues with 
NFPA 472 and the 1005 standard.  
 
The members discussed the 1005 document and there will be a conference call meeting to 
ROC s on 1005. 
 
Charlie Brush told everybody of his cancer treatments and discussed an online site where 
he had met other cancer survivors. The site is FFcancernetwork.com. 
 
It was discussed that the next meeting would be in mid September in Nashville if 
possible. The meeting to start the process for the 1002 document will need to be in 
January 2012. 
 
Chairman Pat Marlatt thanked everybody for attending and all the hard work. Ken and 
Tom added their thanks also. 
 
The meeting was adjourned. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Gordon Henderson, Secretary 
 
 
 


